
BOSS Controls Named Pittsburgh Tech 50
Awards Finalist for Start-Up of the Year
Pittsburgh Technology Council to Name
Winners November 3, 2016

PITTSBURGH, PA, UNITED STATES,
August 9, 2016 /EINPresswire.com/ --
BOSS Controls LLC, a leading Internet of
Things (“IoT”) energy management and
controls company, today announced that
the Pittsburgh Technology Council has
named it a Tech 50 Awards Finalist in the

“Start-Up of the Year” Category. Now in its 20th year, Tech 50 will announce category winners on
November 3, 2016.

BOSS Controls is delivering its turnkey plug load energy management solution to the commercial

We are saving commercial
building clients up to 50
percent at the plug load,
which contributes to at least
one fourth of their utility bill.

Greg Puschnigg

sector, in particular state and local government, higher
education, and mid-size commercial buildings. “We are saving
commercial building clients up to 50 percent at the plug load,
which contributes to at least one fourth of their utility bill,” said
Greg Puschnigg, CEO/Founder of BOSS Controls.  “The
savings are huge, the reduction of carbon footprint is even
more significant for deployments with the government and
education verticals.”

“We are excited to be part of these awards that honor regional

companies most successful within innovation and technology sectors,” added Puschnigg.  “BOSS
continues to make sustainability and energy savings initiatives that make positive impacts on the
environment and economics our priority.” 

About BOSS Controls

BOSS designs, markets, and sells patent pending, cloud-based, Wi-Fi enabled product solutions and
software. The product suite provides a seamless fully integrated virtual energy management and
control system enabling reductions in building energy costs by up to 30 percent and operational cost
savings as well. The company manages the critical Wi-Fi hardware, software, and data on its cloud-
based platform called “Atmospheres”. 

BOSS Controls, headquartered in Pittsburgh, is a member of Green Building Alliance and
Independent Electrical Contractors, was honored by Tech 50 2015, and has been accepted as a 2030
District Partner in Cleveland and Dallas. For more information, www.bosscontrols.com

About TECH 50

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.bosscontrols.com


Since 1997, the Pittsburgh Technology Council’s annual Tech 50 Awards recognize southwestern
Pennsylvania’s most successful, innovative, and thought-leading technology companies, which have
become the backbone of Pittsburgh’s new economy. The awards represent transformative technology
centers of excellence with tech companies at all stages of growth.
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